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The recovery phase where the 
businesses will be differently 

impacted based on the goods and 
services they provide and the 
geographies they operate in

Finally, when the recovery is 
complete, building capabilities 

that will help organizations thrive, 
including in better responding 
to any crisis that may arise

in the future.

The immediate time horizon, 
where every businesses but 

for essential services is
impacted evenly

A CFO’s Guide to managing in uncertain times

In this document we provide some aspects that finance leaders may like to consider in responding to the immediate 
circumstance facing their organization. Recommendations are primarily focused on helping Finance Functions develop 
forecasts in an agile manner, generate and preserve cash and most of all keep the lights on through the crisis…

We are in the middle of what is perhaps turning out to be the mother of all “black swan” events in recent times. COVID-19 
took the world by complete surprise. With 465,915* confirmed cases across 199* countries, this pandemic has impacted the 
world like never before. The focus of most businesses currently seems to be on protecting employees, understanding the 
risks to their business and managing business disruptions caused by the efforts to contain the spread of COVID-19. The full 
impact of this pandemic on businesses is still unknown. 

Finance is the life blood of any organization. So what the finance function does during these trying times, is expected to form 
the basis to secure the longevity of their organizations. Finance function would have to consider its actions in three time 
horizons:

* Source : World Health Organization, 26-Mar-2020, 1800 CET 
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Proactive finance function actions 

A CFO’s Guide to managing in uncertain times

Build structure and framework for agile 
forecasting

• Make it cross functional and collaborative

• Model the impact of all working capital 
levers to assess cash-flow impact and 
preserve liquidity

• Build forecasts for expected crisis tenure 
across impacted lines of business

• Determine cash & cost saving levers to 
minimize impact

Minimize supply chain disruptions 
through re-imagined payable processes

• Identify suppliers essential to operational 
lines of business

• Prioritize share of business based on credit 
arrangements

• Maintain transparent communication with 
suppliers 

• Evaluate alternate financing mechanisms

• Re-define virtual accounts payable (AP) 
process 

Optimize liquidity through effective 

receivables management

• Collaborate with customers to maximize 
cash flows

• Enable with information and empower 
frontline salesforce to expedite collections

• Evaluate alternate mechanisms to 
liquidate receivables

Keeping the lights on

• Activate continuity plans for finance 
operations

• Humanize payroll and employee 
reimbursements

• Lite touch management reporting 

• Analyze contract obligations to minimize 
exposures

• Understand insurance and residual 
exposure 
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Build structure and framework for agile forecasting
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Make it cross-functional and collaborative

• Form a cross functional core working group responsible for leading the organisation’s
response

Build forecasts for expected crisis tenure across impacted lines/territories of business 

• Agile forecast refresh for changes in demand (product mix and geo/territory)

• Assess and adjust imbalance between evolving demand vis-à-vis supply (inventory, 
production and raw materials)

Model the impact of all working capital levers to assess cash flow

• Build cash flow projections based on impact scenarios

• Evaluate levers to help generate/preserve cash – bank lines of credit and payment 
moratorium, etc

• Identify unencumbered assets which could be potentially used if additional borrowing is 
needed

Determine cash & cost saving levers to minimize impact

• Eliminate non-core spends and deferrable capex

• Work with the banks to enhance borrowing limits

• Maximize credit period on payables 

• Work with suppliers to match cash-flows to their variable costs/ payout obligation

• Keep a watch on statutory dues for any moratoriums provided by the authorities

• Convert fixed costs to variable (e.g. usage based models)

• Sensitivity analysis is not 
enough – look beyond just 
external variables, focus on 
specific levers to

• Stress Test the Balance 
Sheet to examine the 
impact it can absorb and 

• Build forecasts and stack 
up the levers to activate 
for each recovery scenario
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Minimize supply chain disruptions through re-imagined payable processes
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Identify suppliers essential to operational lines of business – example criteria:

• Vendors associated with operational lines & geographies – raw material, logistics, 
support services, etc.

• Single-source suppliers 

• Compliance with regulatory requirements e.g. Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSME) 
vendors 

• Vendors/contracts with material penalties`

Prioritize share of business based on credit arrangements:

• Prioritize suppliers with vendor managed inventory, consignment holding models, just-
in-time arrangements and higher credit periods

• Re-negotiate credit arrangements

Maintain transparent communication with suppliers to facilitate smooth functioning

• Provide visibility on production plans, Purchase Order callouts and payment dates to 
enable suppliers to keep their plans current

• Evaluate option of advance payments for suppliers facing cash crunch

• Payments Platform for 
effective cash flow 
management for driving 
collections (eg. dynamic 
discounting for early 
payments)

• Collaboration Platform 
for seamless flow of 
communication and 
information across the 
ecosystem
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Minimize supply chain disruptions through re-imagined payable processes
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Evaluate alternate financing mechanisms in coordination with treasury:

• Optimize mode of payments  - bill discounting arrangements

• Assess funds availability – taking a view of bank and book balance 

Re-define virtual accounts payable (AP) process – to ensure continuity of vendor invoice 
processing activity

• Re-calibrate AP processes from best-in-class to ‘lights-on’ operations

• Enable invoice scanning through Mobile Applications

• Facilitate soft copy invoice submission to designated mailing lists by vendors and 
employees

• Enable email based workflows for supporting attachments and approvals

• Optimize validation checklists and supporting documents for vendor invoice processing

• Communicate with Users/Business approvers/Reviewers on interim ways of working
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Optimize liquidity through effective receivables management
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Collaborate with customers to maximize cash flows

• Evaluate pricing discounts for advance billings and faster collections

• Assess impact of foregoing penalties/recoveries (on late payments and others) to 
minimize disputes

• Substitute cash refunds with credit notes for future product/service billings

• Take calculated risks on credit limits to liquidate inventories

• Incentivize digital payments

Enable with information and empower frontline sales force

• Information on dues / due-date and mechanisms available to expedite payments

• Empowerment for dispute settlements / waivers etc.

• To offer incentives for early payments

• Flag and activate credit blocks basis early indicators of customer delinquencies

Evaluate alternate mechanisms to liquidate receivables

• Banking arrangements such as factoring 

• Access to customer’s lines of credit

• Digital B2B collection 
methods augmented 
with 

• Credit lines

• Early payment discounts 

• Last mile inventory 
visibility and order intake

• Demand signals
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Keeping the lights on
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Activate continuity plans for finance operations 

• Assess co-location risk of key functional authorities/signatories (Bank signatories, 
Functional managers, Data entry personnel etc.)

• Have a Plan C – Re-imagine Finance operating model to factor location, people and 
technology contingencies

• Roll out Contingent Finance calendar considering staff availability

• Ensure finance system readiness to effectively manage remote operations

• Align Business Continuity Plan (BCP) of outsourced service providers with organization’s 
BCP

• Communication framework in place to share information/ updates with internal and 
external stakeholders

Humanize payroll and employee re-imbursements

• Review and align with BCP of third party service provider

• Ensure funds availability for uninterrupted payroll processing

• Revise calendar/process for simplified re-imbursement, CTC claims and tax proof 
submissions

• Align payouts (payroll and re-imbursement) with revisions to HR policies

• Key actions

• Addition to bank 
signatories considering 
based on location and 
other constraints, to 
ensure business 
continuity

• Rework finance policies 
considering new ways of 
working
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Keeping the lights on
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Lite touch management reporting

• Agree on a lite reporting pack and revised period-end calendar to re-align with Business and 
Finance capabilities

• Ensure provisions effectively factor various risks (e.g. payment delays, inventory write 
down)

• Align with statutory auditors on revised timelines and ways of working for Period-end audits

• Communicate revised reporting calendar/ timelines to internal and external stakeholders

Analyze contract obligations to minimize exposures

• Collaborate with key functions to analyse exposure to contractual obligations with 
suppliers, customers, service providers, real estate and other partners

• Assist functions to manage contract obligations by leveraging clauses e.g. application of 
‘Force majeure’ on or by third parties

Understand insurance and residual exposure 

• Mobilise internal insurance management team to understand coverage and exclusions

• Evaluate insured risks across the organisation (business disruptions, asset exposures, 
employee health and life insurance etc.)

• Obtain incremental risk cover that may still be possible

• Track and trigger potential claim incidents 

• Key actions

• Lite weight processes 
and consider alternate 
monitoring and control 
mechanisms
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A CFO’s Guide to managing in uncertain times

RESPOND

Focus on near 
term actions

01

THRIVERECOVER

02 03

Stay tuned for 
the next series…
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